Startup Professionals December Summary

Selected ideas and assistance to entrepreneurs and startup founders in finding business ideas, funding,
executive mentoring, and business networking to incorporate a business, file patents, add an advisory board,
and address operational issues.

Greetings!

Encore Entrepreneur Is The New Baby
Boomer Lifestyle

Thank you for your ongoing interest in the activities of
Startup Professionals.

Contrary to what you might guess, the highest rate of
entrepreneurial growth over the last few years is not
Gen-Y upstarts, but Boomers over the age of 50, now
called encore entrepreneurs. In fact, according to the
most recent Index of Startup Activity by the Kauffman
Foundation and recent SBA reports, these Baby
Boomers are actually driving a new entrepreneurship
boom. (More…)

To give you some insight into our areas of interest, our
background, and our expertise, I am providing below the
abstracts for a small selection of popular articles that we
and others published during the month just ended. Please
feel free to click on the link at the end of each to access
the entire article on the Internet.
Also feel free to contact me directly if you have any
questions or comments.

7 Keys To Making Staff Meetings An Asset
vs Expense (Ernst Gemassmer)

Marty Zwilling

Most of us view weekly staff meetings today with a
degree of trepidation and frustration. Many have
suggested that it is time re-engineer this process, or
eliminate the meetings entirely. In an old survey on staff
meeting obstacles conducted by GroupSystems, I found
the following not-so-surprising statistics for the average
50 minute staff meeting: (More…)
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8 Ways to Adapt to Change Faster Than
Your Competitors

7 Ways To Think Outside the Box To Grow
Your Business

Things change so fast these days in business that your
first priority as an entrepreneur is to stay current, by
talking to customers, peers, and experts. Your second
priority is to constantly communicate suggested changes
to your team, implement necessary pivots, and realign
all the elements of your business, including partners,
investors, and vendors. No change means falling behind.
(More…)

Too many entrepreneurs put their best creative thinking
into the startup idea, and believe that the business
implementation simply requires following tried and true
business practices. In my experience as a startup
advisor, nothing could be further from the truth. To win,
you need to think outside the box to deliver a better
customer experience, business model, (More…)

10 Recommendations For Getting Ahead In
Any Business

How Closely Do You Follow Networking
Etiquette Rules?

Does it sometimes seem like people all around you are
getting promoted, or leaving to start their own business,
while all your hard work and experience are getting you
nowhere? Maybe it’s time to take a hard look at your
habits and the perceptions they convey, compared to
some of the other people on your team. These people
can’t all be related to the boss, or be just lucky. (More…)

I often recommend business networking as the most
effective way for a startup founder to find investors,
advisors, and even key executive candidates. But what if
you are an introvert, or new to this game, and don’t know
where or how to start? The answer is still the same, but I
have learned over the years that there is an etiquette to
this process, just like there is for social ... (More…)
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10 Mindset Checks Before You Start A New
Business

done poorly, and few totally delighted customers. People
are confused by multiple messages, and employees are
frustrated trying to personalize customer experiences.
(More…)

Making the decision to start your own business is a
major commitment, with huge implications for skills and
lifestyle. Yet there is no standardized testing or
certification required or available anywhere to help you
decide if you are a good fit for entrepreneurship, or
founding a business is right for you. An MBA or other
academic credentials just don’t do it. (More…)

Hyperlocal Business Opportunities Are
Back, This Time In The Digital Age
In this age of instant communication via the Internet, it's
ironic that I can now find out what's going on around the
world often more easily than in my own neighborhood.
This opens an area of business opportunity, popularly
called hyperlocal, which still seems to be underserved.
Some experts have tied this market to location detection
hardware (GPS), but even that is now pervasive on all
smart devices. (More…)

The Road To Imperfection (Seth Godin)
If you need to be perfect, it's hard to press the 'ship it'
button. Difficult to hire someone who makes things
happen (because you'll be responsible for what
happens). Frightening to put yourself into a position
where you're expected to introduce new work. The only
way is forward. Forward moves us … (More…)

The Coming Shift in Enterprise Software
(Mark Suster)

How To Face 2017 Like A Leader (Dan
Rockwell)

Today it has been announced that I’m leading a $15
million funding round in Tact, a new generation of
Enterprise Software company along with other investors
including Microsoft Ventures and previous investors
Accel and Redpoint. Rather than just waxing lyrically
about how great the company is I thought I’d provide
some context … (More…)

You cannot lead while jousting with the past. The
direction of your leadership begins with the direction of
your thoughts. Remarkable leadership is forward-facing
and future-focused. Many of the conversations I have
about the future end up focused on the past. People say
they want to discuss their future. Typically, they’re
fighting with history. (More…)

6 Key Attributes That Investors Look For In
A CEO

7 Keys To Teaming With The Right Mentor
For Success

Every business needs that ultimate leader and decision
maker at the top, commonly given the title of Chief
Executive Officer (CEO). Sometimes it’s the business
founder, and in other cases the CEO is recruited by the
founder or investors to complement the skills of the
technical team. Everyone recognizes that even the best
idea needs a great execution to assure success.
(More…)

Why is it that only the most successful entrepreneurs,
including Mark Zuckerberg, Bill Gates, and Richard
Branson, admit to having a mentor and actually use
them? Starting a new business is tough, and the last
thing you need is to suffer the same mistakes that have
killed businesses like yours before you. Yet many
entrepreneurs I know are too proud or too shy to even
ask for advice. (More…)

6 Steps To Success In Your Entrepreneurial
Goals

9 Transaction Models Shape Your
Customer Experience

Too many aspiring entrepreneurs I mentor can talk at
length about their innovative ideas and passions, and
ask lots of good questions, but never make much
progress in building a real business. In my experience,
building a business is much more about getting things
done than having great ideas. The challenge is to move
from ideas to specific goals, to delivered solutions.
(More…)

Focus is everything in a business, whether it be a new
startup or a large enterprise. In my role as a business
advisor, I often see well-meaning entrepreneurs try to be
everything to everyone, which results in many things
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